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DESIGN OF NOZZLES FOR THE INDIVIDUAL CYLINDER

EXHAUST JET PROPULSION SYSTEM 

By Benjamin Pinkel, L. Richard Turner, and Fred Voss 

SUMMARY 

This report relates to the design of exhaust—stack 
nozzles for individual cylinder exhaust—gas jet propulsion 
and presents the results of tests on the effect of nozzle 
area on jet thrust and engine power. The tests were made 
on a single—cylinder engine mounted or. a dynamometer stand. 

A satisfactory method of correlating the test data 
for various engine—operating conditions is developed. 
Convenient curves are given for designing exhaust—stack 
nozzles and for predicting exhaust—gas thrust. 

The thrust horsepower p rovided by the exhaust jet was 
found to be appreciable. An example calculated for the 
case of an airplane velocity of 350 miles er hour, alti-
tude of 20,000 feet, and inlet manifold pressure of 145 

inches Hg absolute, gave a value of exhaust jet thrust 
horsepower of 16 percent of the engine thrust horsepower. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been sho w n by computation in reference 1, that 
an appreciable increase in net thrust horsepower might be 
expected on an aircraft engine when the exhaust stack of 
each of the engine cylinders is directed to discharge 
rearwardly. Flight tests on the XP- 141 arDlane (refer-
ence 2), showed that thrusts of the magnitude predicted 
by computation could be obtained, in practice. 

In the flight tests on the XP-14l airplane, , two exhaut-
stack nozzle sizes were tried and it was found that the
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smaller nozzles gave larger jet thrust than the larger noz-
zles but. because the smaller nozzles introduced too great 
a restriction to the exhaust-gas flow, a loss in engine 
Dower occurred with the result that the net thrust horse-
power and the maximum airDlane velocity were greater for 
the larger nozzles. The maximum net thrust horsepower 
would probably have been obtained with an intermediate 
nozzle size. These tests indicated, the need for data to 
determine the optimum exhaust' nozzle size frmaximum net 
thrust horsepower. 

This renort presents the results of tests made on a 
sin.1e-cy1inder engine to determine the effect of exhaust- 
stack nozzle size on engine power and exhaust-gas thrust. 
The tests were made at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 
Laboratory from Jul y 1940 to March 1941. 

SYMBOLS 

A. nozzle area, scuare feet 

A s exhaust stack area, square feet 

A l nozzle area, square i::ches per criind,er 

c	 specific heat at constant pressure of exhaust gas, 
foot-pounds per slug OF 

P	 average exhaust-':;as thrust, pounds 

Fe instantaneous e 'xhaust-as thrust at crank -angle e, 
Pounds 

I	 indicated oovier, horsepower 

1 0 indicated. owerv;ith an unrestr
i
ctedexhaust stack, 

horsepower 

1c indicated p ower lost in the charging stroke, horsepower 

M	 instantaneous mass flow of exhaust gas, slugs -ocr second 

M 0 average mass flow of exhaust gas, slugs ncr second 

rn	 mass of exhaust gas alread y discharged at crank angle 
0,	 slugs
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ma total mass of charge includin residuals, slus per 
cycle 

m e mass of fresh charc or exhaust as, slugs per crcle 

N	 engine speed, revolutions per second 

N I cncine sDeod, revolutions er minute 

P O atmospheric pressure, Dounds per square foot, or 
inches E 

a cylinder pressure at the time of exhaust-valve openin, 
pounds per square foot 

Pd mean effective clind.or pressure during the d.ischare, 
Pounds per square. foot 

Pe. exhaust pressure,:oounc's pe:' square foot 

m Intake manifold pressure, pounds per square foot or 
inches E; 

Pn nozzle pressure, pounds per square foot 

e total impact pressure in exhaust stack, pounds pe.r 
square foot 

P	 brake -cower, horsepower 

P 0 brake Dower with an unrestricted, exhaust stack, horse-
power 

r	 volumetric compression ratio of engine 

R	 as constant of air, foot-pounds per slug O 

Re	 as constant of exhaust as, foot-pounds per slu 
O 

T	 instantaneous temperature of exhaust as in the cylin-
der, 0 P abs. 

T1 temperature of the fresh charge in the cylinder, O abs. 

T.., temperature of exhaust gas at the time of exhaust-valve 
orenin,

 
O F abs. 

T i standard intake air tempraturo, OF abs. (5400 P abs.)
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T, instantaneous temp erature of exhaust rl as in the noz-
-	 zlo, O	 abs. 

T 5 instantaneous temperature of exhaust as in the oxhaust 
stack, O F abs. 

thp thrust power, horsepower 

v	 volume, cubic foot 

IT	 clearance volume, cubic feet 

vd displacement volume, cubic foot 

IT t displacement volume, cubic inches per cylincr 

V0 airplane velocity, foot bar second 

V0 mean oxhaust-as- jot velocit y , feet ocr second 

V 1, instantaneous velocity in the nozslo , foot per sacond 

V	 instantaneous as volocity in the exhaust stack, fcoth 
per second 

y	 ratio of aDocific heat of exhaust as, 1.30 

propeller efficioncy 

ri t thermodynamic officionc of the cnino 

IT 
volumetric efficiency of the cnino 

o	 crank an-,lo, doroos or radians 

duration of exhaust disc1are process, radians 
IT 

c2	 woihtin factor for exhaust-valve opcnin 

p	 aensity of as in the cylinder at the time of exhaust-
valve cponin, slus per cubic feat 

p	 density of -as in tho nozzle,- slugs per cubic foot 

550 I	 imep 
N 

_5 50 1 -

N 

7d
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A O 0 -
ANALYSIS 

The asin the cylinder at the end. of the expansion 
stroke is at a pressure sonsid.erably above atmospheric and. 
is capable of Derform1n an appreciable amount of work by 
further exansion. Jet propulsion orovides a means for 
utilizin this work. The potential energy in the cylinder 
is transformed into kinetic enery in the exhaust jot and 
thrust is derived, from jet reaction. 

In the Conventional aircraft	 ine the aees arc 
d.ischared through th; valve paosa;e with acoustic veloc-
ity, and considerable loss in the availabilit r of the en-
ery occurs because of acoustic shock and because the ki-
netic enory is transformed inìto heat by turbulence and 
friction in the bends and chan-os in rassa?0 area and 
shape. These lossescan be reduced by provid.inc; nozzles 
at the end, of the exhaust stacks. If an unlimited amount 
of time wore rtvaila lblo for the u.i sch:ro roCe3s, then t4e 
USC of nOzzleS hav.n; vary small areas as commarod. with 
the valvo — assa .;e areas is obviously mdi ceted., because 
then the velocit y throu'h the rilvc oessaes and. exhaust 
ports would be very small :-ith the result that the shock, 
friction, and turbulence losses would. be minimized.. The 
pressure vould be transforred from the c ylinder to the noz-
zle, whore it may 'be efficientl y converted into 7clocity. 
Because' of no I irltca . cacti-l 1 T vml bla for dis-
c har;c, operation with oxtrcne: r small nozzle would re- 
sult in the traDDin of hih--Drossuro exhaust as in the 
enino and roud, cause a consdoraoic loss in oninc power. 
T'b optimum nozzle area is defined. as that area which pro— 
vides the maximum value for th sum of the encçino and jot 
thrust horsepowr. 

Because pressure ratios Cn.Pable of ;çrovidin super-
sonic velocities are involved., nozzles of the converPcnt-
divorent type . would t'coorct-1 cally ;ivo . maximum off  cien— 
cv. Nozzles of this tyce nust be dosi c nod for a definite 
pressure ratio. The pressure in tho exhaust stack varies 
cyclically with time, and for theoretical flow a nozzle 
with an exit area which also varies cyclically with time, 
would be required. A convorent—diveront nozzle which
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does not vary with time would be little improvonent over 
the simple con7cr g cnt nozzle. The :erese1t report is con-
cerned with the convergent flOZZlO. 

The effects of nozzle a rca on engine rower and ex-
haust thrust may be oxDected to be different for various 
engine conditions. In order to sim plify the :orosentatiofl 
of the data, to make the data available for more general 
ammilcation, and to reduce the number of tests, it is no C" 
ossary to find the proper factors for correlating the data. 
Although the actual discharge orocoss in an engine is con-
plicatcd, the important -factorsnay be revealed by a con-
sidoration of a sImplified case orovidod the proper dis-
charge henononon is chosen. 

Effect of iTezzle Area on Engine Power 

In the conventional aircraft engine with unrestricted 
stacks, the cylinder oressure av droo to atmos pheric -ores- 
sure during the exhaust event as early as 120 crank cia- 
grees before too center. As the discharge area of each 
stack is reduced by roviding a nozzle, the discharge proc- 
ess is slowed down and the cylinder pressure is greater 
than atmospheric pressure for a larger part of the dis-
char g e period. 

A small reduction in discharge area causes no notice-
able effect on engine power but as the discharge area is 
further decreased, losses in engine power from two sec-
ondary sources become a parcnt successively, namely: 
(1) a loss in power caused by increased piston ork against 
higher back p rossures, a n d (2) a lOSS in :oo'.vor ceusod by 
the reduction in volumetric efficiency resulting from the 
Presence of high-pressure exhaust gas in the cylinder dur-
ing the valve-overlap period and at the time of closure of 
the exhaust valve. A range of nozzle sizes exists for 
which the first loss occurs but, oecause sufficient time 
is available for discharge of the cylinder zoressure to 
atmospheric pressure before the opening of the intake 
valve, the second loss is not experienced. The second 
loss is accom panied by onl y a small additional reduction 
in economy. 

The important variables that aoly with regard to 
the effect of exhaust-stack nozzle area on engine power, 
are brought out by the following analysis. The indicated 
horse-cower is the difference in indicated horse-p owers of
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the power process (compression ana expansion strokes) and 
of the di scharin and. charSin- Drocessos. 

N 
I = IC M	 — -----— I 

6	 550 x 2 

w her a

I	 indicated. horsepower 

L	 5iUs of --h-arc ournod p er second 

indicated thor1 afficienc' 

IC	 constant 

mean of foe ti	 orcssurc d.urin the dischare 
-	 process 

IC 	engine revolutions p er second 

v	 enine	 sPlacement volume 

I	 ind.icate•d rower loss in charir process 

If it is asuned that at the time the exhaust valve 
closes the clearance volume 	 of the engine is filled. 
with -as at a Pressure :°.and. if it is further assumed 
that d.urin; the charin; process the residual as in the 
clearance volume is comressed ad.iabaticali to the inlet 
manifold pressure n 51 , then the volume occupied by the ref. 

sidual as is

7's "ti -
C

'0 ' 

and. the volume remainjn o for inlet chare is 

v =	 + v - v 

or  

r 1 -	 1 (Pelm	 /Pe V	 ------	 1 - - --	 = v, I , I d ;.r - 1[	 r ' p /	 \pj 

where r is compression ratio.
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Thus for a iven nine, the volume occupied by fresh 
charge is proDo.'tional to v 	 and a function of Pe/Pm 	 - 
The mass of fresh charge m 	 occupring this volume is 

iven by the as law

Prn T - lD Vd - 
m 0 - ---.- - 

	

HT 1 	 RT1 

vhere T 1 is the tenDerature of the fresh charge in the 

cylinder at the end of the intake stroke. But 

ri 

and

5501 

Then	
mop	 550	

p 
/	 -- - ----

	 t	 -	 D	 C - RT1 

	

j	 550 1 
where	 =

V d -n 2 

If Da is the c ylinder p ressure at the time the em-

haust valve opens and Ta is the correspondin cas tern- 
Derature, then consideration of the ideal Otto cycle mdi-
cates that p ,	 and Ta are constant for a constant 
inlet -charge tomDeraturo, fuel-air ratio , and P,/Pri 

As a simplification, it is assumed that the nozzle 
presents the princi pal restriction to exhaust-gas flow lfl 

the rano of Drosent interest. The velocit y of flow 
through the nozzle aroa A is proortional to the prod-

uct of II/Ta and a definite function of p/p 0 , where p 

is the variable pros sure in the cylinder and p0 is at-

mospheric pressure. The volume rate at which a  leaves 
the cylinder at any pressure ratio p/p0 , is proportjonal 

to A. The rate at which cylinder volume is swept by the 
D15tofl at any i 7E1 crank anie is Droportional to vdN.
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Thus for all cases in which the ratio of vdN to A is 
constant and Pa/Po and Ta are also constant, p/p0 
decreases in the same manner with crank angle and attains 
the same value P0/P0 at valve-closing time. Thus Pe/Po 

-	 / an d -	 are functions of -- and pa/10 at a con-
stant value of Ta. However, for a constant air-fuel ra-
tio and inlet-charge temperature the quantities Pa/Pm 
and T a are constants; therefore, for these conditions 

and."Pd/ -00 are functions of	 and	 m/o only. 

Eq uation (i) becomes: 

$ 
=(	 ^	 (2) 

To include the effect of variation in the value of 
T	 on the rate of discharge through the nozzle and. to ob-
tain a nondimonsional exorosjon, the factor	 may be 

A 
written 7a/ A j c T a where R	 is the constant 
in the gas law ,, = p Re T. For the reason of simplicity 
of aorli cat ion and because T a does not vary appreciably 
for a givcn fuel-air ratio the factor LiLT will be used 

A 
in the present report. 

Because of the change in thermal and volumetric effi-
ciency with engine sDeed and because of the uncertainty 
in the value of the engine friction inherent in its deter-
mination from motoring runs, slightly different curves of 

0 against p/m 0 and	 may be expected for different 
engine speeds. To reduce the dispersion caused by engine 
speed for the purpose of more clearly defining the value 

vH 
of -f-, at which the engine begins to lose mower, the 
data are lotted as 39 defined by 

= 0- 00 = fE:2 ,	 (3)
Pm 

whore 00 is the value which applies for the unrestricted 
-	 exhaust stack at the same engine speed, inlet manifold
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pressure and temperature, atmospheric pressure, and fuel-
air ratio as that at which 0 was determined. The quan-
tity AO is a measure of the loss in power resulting from 
restriction of the exhaust-stack discharge area. Equation 

(3) indicates that the data on the effect of nozzle size 
on engine power may be correlated by plotting AØ against 

PM 0 
/p	 and v,N/A. 

Although the actual discharge process is complicated 
by additional phenomena, it is believed that the above 
discussion reveals the most important factors and is suf -
ficiently accurate for the purpose at hand. 

Effect of Nozzle Area on Exhaust Thrust 

If it is assumed (1) that the largest part of the ex-
haust gas is discharged from the nozzle with acoustic ve-
locity and (2) that there is an inappreciable loss in en-
ërgy by heat transfer to the passage walls, then the ol-
loving relations apply. 

The thrust F 0 develoDee at the crank angle 0 by 
the discharge of M slugs of gas per second at acoustic 
velocity is given by

V 11 M + A (p -.Po) 

where
V. instantaneous velocity at the nozzle exit 

p 11 pressure in the exit of the nozzle 

But
M	 P. T 

A	 =	
v P 11 = M e n 

P 	 n	 n

where

T 11 temperature at the nozzle exit 

p	 density in the nozzle exit 

Then

/	 P. e T'. 
=	

+ vu	 ,) 
M - A. p0	 (14.)
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On the assumption that the enerv lost b y heat transfer to 
the walls is small, the equation for conservation of on-
e ry ives

T = c T,, + - V2 
'D	 p

where T is the instantaneous tem-serature in the cylin-
der at crank angle 0. The well-known relation for acous-
tic velocit y is

	

= 	 Re T	
(o) 

Equations (5) and () give 

	

Vn	 /2	 --'-T AJ ly +l 

and.

T. = T 

	

£1	 A1+1 

Equation (4) then becories 

P6	 M	 Apo	 (7) 

If Ta is the temperature in the cylinder at the time the 

exhaust valve oens, then on the -assumptions that the pis- 
ton work has only a small effect on the temperature of the 
lar°est Dart of the gas discharged aid that the expansion 
in the cylinder is adiabatic 

	

T - (P	 (ma - 

T a	 '\Pa	 '	 m	 ) 

where

p	 instantaneous density in the c ylinder at the 
crank angle 0 

Pa density in the cylinder at the time the valve 
opens 

m, mass of exhaust gas in the c ylinder at the time 
the exhaust valve opens

( 5)
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M	 mass of exhaust gas that has loft the c.rlin 
der up to the crank angle 8 

Equation (7) gives the instantaneous thrust at the time 6. 
If this thrust acts for an interval 	 9, then the avr-
ao effect of this thrust over the complete c,rcle is 

r 1 2 11  
4
aLrnaj	

-p0A 
4Tr	 'y

The total averae thrut P is the summation of thee av-
erae thrusts and is given by 

97	 .Y-1 

- r	 e - '+ i / 2ReY T / r	 a..1 2 MdB -I	 y+	 a1,	
L	 maj 

r h e r e 9, is the difration of the discharge process. But 

2uN 

rh ere

mass of exhaust gas ciischared from the enine 
per cycle 

and
Me averae rate of dischare of exhaust as per 

second 

.. ...L C

6 7	 m 
-	 2	 - 

2_
•]	 L	 riaj	

4ir	 L 
0	 0 

	

-M 
(__\r\\	 l - (1	

r2 

e	 1+,m6) L	 ma)	 •i 

F	 2	 /	 D A 9 

	

--i- T --	 i - (1 - -.	 -	 -	 (8) 
'y ,j	 a m	 m)	 Me
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It was pre-riously pointed out that for a °iven en-
sine, oDeratin at a iven air-fuel ratio and inlet-air 
temperature, the temperature Ta is substantially con-
stant

F'v-I-i 
2 / 

The quantity --. 1 - (1 - -- 3 	 is close to unit y in
Do L na/ 

value and varies only slibtly with operating conditions. 
Therefore/ e is a function principally	 9p0A/M. 

The auantty '/ L'1 e, which is the thrust Der unit mass of 

exhaust-gas flow per second, will be represented by the 
symbol Ve and will be called the average effective ex-

haust--,as jet velocity. 

It has been shown in the irevious section that the 
-

	

	 pressure ratio p/o 	 d.urin the d.ischare peri od varies

substantially in the same manner with crank anie for all 
cases for which Po/Pm and vdl/A are constant. Thus 

-

	

	 the discharge period. e 7 is a function of p0/pr and 
Vd.N/A.

- - (P0 
'4 

As vdL/A increases or p0/pr. decreases, Ov aDproaches 

the crank-an-,le duration that the exhaust valve is oDen. 
Therefore, in the range where vd.N/A is lare or Po/Pr' 
is small, P/M 0 in equation (8) when plotted. against 
P 0A/M 0 approaches a straight line, the slope of which is 

vI4w where e7 becomes the crank-angle duration that 

the exhaust valve is open. 

The quantity vN/A is e q ual to 

V d 1T	 P0 Me_ 	 ( 1 
A	

PM 

=	

:c) 

where f is the fuel-ir rtio. 
For a constant value of p 0 A/14 0 , an increase in 

results in an increase in vd1/A.	 But increases in the 
values ofPO/Pm. and. VdN/A h	 opposite. effects on the

value of G. Thus it is exoected that the effect of var- 
iation of Po/Pm on 6	 for a constant value of 	poA/Me
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is small and. that 97 

therefore believed that 
terestin rançe P/Me 

PoA/ M es The test data 

aai.st p0A/1I	 and vi 

spoct to p0!p,

depends mainly on DA/M. It is 

over the largest part of the in-
is a function principally of 

Will be presented by plcttin 4 P/Me 

11 be examined for trends with re-

The above analysis is admittedly approximate as it 
assumes acoustic velocity at the exhaust nozzle over the 
entire d.ischare process, ne'lects heat transfer to the 
walls and neglects the contribution of the piston work to-
wardd, raising the temperature in the cylinder. Its prin-
cipal virtue is that it points out the important variable 
on which the thrut d.eoonds. A somewhat more exact analy- 
sis, n which the first. assumDtion is not made, is i7efl 
in app'nc1ix I. 

The thrust horsepower' of the oxhaut-as jet is 17Cfl 

by

t,	 V1'10 --
550 

when V0 is airplane velocity in feet per second. 

A P PA RA TT3 S 

The single-cylinder test engine for this investia-
tion was a Wright 1820-C- enine modified to operate with 
only one cylinder. The reular crankcase, crankshaft, cams, 
piston, and master connectin rod were retained.. The com-
pression ratio was 6.4:1. The exhaust valve timing and. 
lift diaran are shown in fiure 12. The air-cooled cyl-
inder was enclosed in a sheet-metal jacket open at the 
front and roar and a motor-driven centrifual blower pro-
vided the necessary cooling air. Hich-p rossure air for 
the suporchared condition was obtained from tho entral 
air sup-ply. An electric dynamomet e r was used. to measure 
the torque of the engine, and an electrically operated 
revolution counter and a stoD watch for d.etorminin the 
enino steed.. Thermocouples were provided to measure e1- 
inder temperatures. The engine air chare was measured by3.

means of an orifice plate in the air-intake pipe. A tank 
was installed between the engine and the orifice -p late to 
damp out pulsations. The fuel-flow rate was measured br a 
rotanieter.
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The exauct stack was a striht pipe	 inches in- 

ncr .iamet or arid. 20 inches 1on. One end. of the exhaust 
stack was p rovided, with a flane for the attachment of 
various exit nozzles. The nozzles used had a uniform 
lon'th. of 5 inches and. consisted of a 3-inch tapered sec-
tion ia'rin a 1-inch straight section on each end. Smooth 
transitions from the ta'oercd to straight socticris were 
orovid,e(i. The exhaust eases were discharsed into a tank 
or into one or two thrust-measurjji' devices and removed. "sir 
a:. exhust.;r. 

The tank which was used durin the tests to determine 
the effect of exhaust-nozzle restriction on enine power 
withvarious exhaust p re s sure. s, had a volume of aproxi 
mately 70 cubic fect	 The exhaust pipe was connected to 
the tank with a length of flexible tubin. A tap for 
meacurira staticoror.surc was located, in the tank. 

The mean cxhaust--;as thrust at sea-level exhaust 
Pressure was measured br means of the thrust tarct shown 
d.iarammatjcallv iii. figure 1(a). The exhaust as d.is- 
char.;:: 3. from the noZzle B etered	 th the tar'et throuh	 e 
hole in the cover plate A, i 

n 
mpin;cd. on the stainless-

steol plate O	 and, ie:'t the tarot throu';h the two Dipos
D normal to the jot and parallel to the axis of suppor'' 
of the tarot. Thosepines were nrovi dod, with vertical 
ui d.c vanes, B. to insure cli z chare of the sts from the 

tank in a direction normal to the nozzle axis. The ex- 
haust manifold P fitted over those pipes 'out without 
contact. The hole in the co-icr plate A was aPoroxim:telr 
3/3 inch reater in diameter than the nozzle exit Dassa':e. 

different :olat o ','as used, for each no z sic size. The 'end. 
Of the nozzle '.'as located anmroximntci r 1/4 inch from the 
plate A. Pressure tap M was located in the taret in a 
o si ii on to measure static :rossurc Orii t . The ed•e of the 

t an 'ias rounded. to avoid, errors otherwise introduced. by 
the fluctuations in roscure. 

Exhaust-gas thrust measurements at simulated, altitude 
conditions were made br means of the thrust target shown 
in fiure 1(b). The target K was suspended within the 
tank L which was connected to the blower. Altitude nres-
cures could be maintained in the tank b y operation of the 
blower. The nozzle B was attached. to the tank L in a 
mariner to prevent leakae. The exhaust as entered the 
tar-et through the hole in the cover niate A. As in the 
Previous case, a separate cover plate was provided for each 
nozzle. Deflectors, 0 were rovid.ed to distribute the ox-
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haust	 s in the tar;ct and •uido vanes • E to insure iie-
charcçe of the exhaust as throuh exit :io 3 in a di-
roction perpendicular to the nozzle exie 	 The axis of 
the inc D intorsectod the axis of the hollow shaft 0 
in order to minimizo torsional reaction to the dischar'o 
ci' o-x1mtust ;ac from thetnrot.	 ator was circulated 
tnrcu-2 h	 liollow shaft 0 for c) 1 1- 	 Static nros-



se.rc tans P and 0, were located in the tar:ot and tank, 
roencetvoir0 The Dross ro was tranomitt'd. from tap P 
throuh a thin tube H coiled to rovido a neliib1c ro 
strainin, forco on the tarcçet. The ircs sure taps were 
rounded. at their	 cs and cnnocted. to tubes of small i-



cter (0,040 in. rd.cr to obtain correct aver-
a;es of the fluctutinr; roesures. The -ercosuros wore 
measured b moans of mioeters 

Pathof thc' tmr";ot s w:re. su000rtoi on ball boar 
G	 The oxaust thrust ae determined from rcadino of the 
niatform scales H (fi. 1(n)) :d the moment arms. To 
overcome vibration, the load on the scales was increased 
b- \voi;hts I and. carried on rubber bushinRs J, 

?hotoranhe o± the two thrust devices sot up on the 
tort cn'-inc are showa in fiuros 2(a) and (-a). 

Armr 100 octane ft.ol wac used in these tests.

id PT HO PS

Effect of T o 7 z J.0 Area on En:ine Power 

The effect ofexhaust restriction on cnine Power . was 
determined at the onino encode of 1300, 100, 1700, 1900, 
and 2100 mm and. at maximum mower fuel-air ratio, 008. 

_'t..o	 eocc'	 of El	 arc o: -aol- ii ratio from 
0.0?	 oo,ogl:-i.s mors:ittcd.. 	 In cnorai, for each cx-
:aaust	 t:a eninc was o-oorotcd at each specd over
the fo1lowin raro of conditions: 

(a) Inlet manifold nro; euro 30 inches :i abe. and 
exhaust tank nrcesuros varied from 12 to 30 
inche H:; zb. 

(b) Inlet manifold nroseure varied from 2 4 to 30 
inches H abs. and. exhaust tank rros sure con-
stant at 30 inches H;.
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In addition, variable manifold. p ressure runs at boosts UD 
to 35 inches Hg abs. were made with the target shown in 
fiure 1(a). 

The nozzle areas tested wore 0.91, 1.29 1 1.39, 1.77, 
2.85. and 4.20 square inches. 

In all tests the oil-out temocrature was held between 
1400 and. 1600 F and the cooling-air orossuro drop was held 
at approximately 20 inches H2 0. The carburetor inlet torn- 
peraturo remained at apTroxirnately 800 F, the maximum var-
iation 10 0 F • The engine power and charge-air consump-
tion were corrected to a carburetor air temperature of 80°F 
on the assumption that the7.. vary inversely as the square 
root of the absolute temperature. 

Eotoring friction with the unrestricted exhaust stack 
was measured at each sneed with sea-level inlet and exhaust 
oreesure. These values were clotted. against engine siDeed 
and he oata fa-.  red. T he fr ction deterrn.nea from the 
faired curve was used for all nozzles to compute the mdi-
cated mean effective Dressure. The ratio of the indicated 
mean effective pressure to inlet manifold pressure 	 is 
olotted aainst the ratio of exhaust tank ores sure to
let manifold pressure Po/Pm in figure 5. 

The volumetric offi ci c-ncy fl	 was calculated from
the corrected weight of charge air b y means of the follow-
ing relation:

2 R T.
of charge air per second vd 

where T	 is the standard carburetor air t emnerature 

(80 0 P + 460° F in this case). The volumetric efficiency 
is shown in figure 4 niottod against 

The auantity	 Ø for each nozzle was taken as the 
difference between the value of	 for that nozzle and
for the unrest :ei ct e .d exhaust stack at the same values of 
engine soced and Po/Pm• The valueS of	 were calcu-



lated from the faired curves in figu:. e 3 and are shown in 
figure 5 mlotted against	 N/A for constant values of

Po/Pm as sugested 'or oquatio: () an d the discussion in 
the section on analysis.
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The Quantity A71v was determined, from fiure 4 in a 

manner similar to that described, for i	 and is shown in 
fiure 6. The va1uo of LØ and	 T1	 at p0/pm	 0.2, 

were obtained by extraDolatin the curves in fiures 3 
and 4. The hues tarou	 ;he points i f'ure 5 were es-
tablished. by the method of least squares. The 'ooints at 
which the oblique lines intersect the	 0 lines de-

fine critical values of vdN/A. The critical values of 
V CINIA are plotted in fiurc 7 against p0/pr and are des:', 

iñatedb ly ' AO = 0. The values of Vd!\T/A at which	 = 
-0.5 and. -1.0, are also shown in this fi"ure. 

Effect of Nozzle Area on Exhaust Thrust 

The effect of nozzle size on exhaust thrust was deter-
mined. for the following range of en;ine con(Iitions: 

Tozzle area En1no zecd. rpm 
sq in. 1300 1500 1700 1900 2100 

D	 1) 
m -o

D 
in	 o PM rn	 o

ID
	 PO

 
'm	 o

D 
m	 o 

0.91 v	 30 .	 v	 30 v	 30 v	 30 v	 30 

30	 v 30	 v 

1.39 v	 30 v	 30 v	 30 

1.77 v	 30 -r	 30 v	 30 v	 30 7	 30

30 7 

35 V 

	

2.85	 V 30	 v 30	 v 30	 v 30	 v 30 

	

4.20	 7 30
	

V 30
	

V 30

The smbo1 v in a column headed p m indicates that 

the manifold Pressure was varied over a rare from 22 to 
36 inches H absolute, while the same s ymbol in a column 
headed	 indicates that the exhaust dischare pressure 
was varied from 12 to 30 inches H absolute. All tests 
were made with the target shown in ficure 1(a) except those 
marked. variable p 0 , which were made with the target shown 
in fi;uro 1(b). 
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The thrust of the exhaust gas was determined o .r die-
charin o; the exhaust gas into tile targets shown in figure 
1 and -o-,r reading on the scale a quant±t:t p roportional to 
the roactien of the target, Because each target is do-
signe(1 to discharge the exhaust gas at right angles to the 
direction that it issues from the exhaust stack, the re-
action of the target is eaual to the exhaust-gas thrust. 
The target reaction was calculated from 	 eth  scale reading 
by multiDlying by the lever-arm ratio. 

The weight of exhaust gas was determined by means of 
the calibrated orifice in the air-intake line and. the ro-
tarneter in the fuel line. The thrust data are pre s ented-
by plotting the ratio F/it: 0 or V	 against PeA/ M e	 fl 

accordance with equation (8) and. the associated discussion 
in the analysis. A separate-)lot of the data for each noz-
zle is shown in figure 9. All the data taken have boon 
collected in figure 10. 

Indicator cards were taken in the cylinder and. ex-
haust stack by means of the Farnboro indicator at an en-
g ine CDeod. of 1900 rDm and sea-level inlet manifold and 
exhaust pressure for the following nozzle areas 0.91, 
139, 1,77, 2,24, 2,85, and 4.20 square inches. 

The impact pressure in the exhaust stack and the in-
stantaneous and average thrust were calculated by the meth-
od. given in aepondix II. The prossuro in the cylinder ana 
exhaust stack, and the instantaneous thrust and. mass flow 
of exhaust gas are Dlottod in figure 12. 

The moan exhaust-gas jot velocity calculated from the 
indicator cards is olotted with other data in figure 9. 

The maximum cylinder-head temperature for various noz- 
zles is shown in figure 13. Those temperatures were cor-
rected to a common cooling air inlet temperature by moans 
of the assumption that a 1 0 change in ceolin air inlet 
temp erature caused 0.80 change in the head. temperature. 

DISCUSSION OF .ESULTS 

The Effect of Nozzle Size on Engine Power 

The variation viith	 o'm of !mcD/pm and volumetric 

efficiency for a range of nozzle sizes and engine speeds is
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shown in fi-ures 3 and. 4. reDectively. The value of 

P ho	 was varied. by changing the values of iDo and P. I -M
The same curve is obtained for a c;ivon nozzle and 0-nine 
soeec1. rcardless of which of the terms in the quantity 

is varied.. This result is in a-reoment with thc 

anal y sis and equation (2). The curves marked 4.20-souaro-
inch nozzle area represent the unrestricted exhaust-stack 
condition. The cuantity	 . which rci'ccents the loss 
in sp ecific indicated. mean effective pressure resu1tin 
from a reduction in nozzle size, is obtaine& o- subtract- 
in the values o.f ineD/p	 for a iven nozzle from the 

values for the unrestricted stack at the same enine 
speeds and the same values of :°o/Pm. The quantity 	 $ is

seen in esuation (3) to be a function of Pc/Pm 
and v6 N/A. The values of	 obtained from figure 3 are 

shown in figure 5 plotted a P ainst vdlT/ A for various val-

ues of D0 /D,. it is notedd, that a single curve is obtainecl 
when	 is plotted. a'ainst v 	 roard.less of whether 

engine sed or nozzle size is -raried.. This is further 
substantiation that the analysis leadin- up to equation 
(3) -reveals the correct :orimary variables. Pi-ure 6. shows 

a similar plot of	 i.	 ainet v6 N/A and. p /Pm obtained 

from fiL rc 4. 

It is noted in fiuro 5 that at low values of 7dJ1/A,

= 0 but that no 70,1F/A is increased a lDoint is reached 

where A$ decreases sharply with further increase in 

v dI / A.	 lthouh	 smocth transition from the roc ! 	 = 

0 to the roion of loss in -eowcr Drobablv occurs, the 
transition is so sharp that no aYoreiable error results 
from drawin° serarate straiht lines throu'h the oints in 
the two regions. The intersection of those lines marks 
the critical value of vd1!A. 

The curve in fiuro 7 labeled AØ = 0 is a plot of 
the critical values of vd/A aair.st Po!Pm obtained. 

from fiure 5. Curves are also ivon for A9 = - 

comonrisom of figures 5 and. 6 shows, as nozzle size 
is reduced for a P;ivor set of operatin- conditions, that 
the point at which rover loss bcirs is reached leforo the 
oncino loses volumetric efficiency. The difference is 
caused by the increase in piston work with reduction in 
nozzle size which becomes noticeable before loss in volu-
metric efficiency.
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The curves shorn in figure 7 are apolica'ole to other 
engines having a similar valve timing and ratio of valve-
passage area to c r1inder volume regardless of the c2r1in 
der d.is-1acement volume. It is believed that present-day 
enines are sufficiently similar in desigm to permit use 
of these data on most of these cnginos. If the exhaust 
valvo in a particular engine opens appreciably earlier or 
closes a 1DDrociab1r later than that on the engine tested, 
the nozzle sizes calculated for this engine from figure 7 
are conservative while for engines having an appreciably 
later valve-opening time- or earlier valve-closing time, 
the nozzles predicted from figure 7 may result in some 
loss in engine power. 

The present data relate to a fuel-air ratio of 0.08. 
For operation at other fuel-air ratios, some deviation 
from the results shorn in figure 7 may be ex- p ected. In 
the analysis it was nrecUcted that for constant D/1D0 
there should be flow similarity for constant vdN/AVReTa. 
The critical value of vdN/A fora fuel-air ratio of 0.08 

does not change much with p 0 /pr , and hence ould not 
change much with	 a/o. For mixtures giving lower values 

of T 	 the crit1c.l value of vdT/A would be expected 

to decrease in proportion to the square root of ReTa. 

In the flight tests with a Pratt & Uhitne:T 1830 en-
gine,reorted in reference 2, a loss in 9 of 0.86 was 
obtained with the smaller nozzle (1.77 se in.) at a value 
of P0/Pm of 0.305 and a value of vii\T/A of 231 feet :ocr 

second. A point is plotted in figure 7 at these values of 
p0 / p ,	 and v d.N/A , and indicates that the value of 

observed chocks very closel y with that given b y figure 7. 
Computations on the larger nozzle used in these tests 
showed that this nozzle operated at a value of vdJ/A of 
135 foot per second,	 i c h is less than critical value and
it may be concluded that a somewhat larger thrust could 
have boon obtained with no loss in engine power by using a 
nozzle size intermediate to the two tested. 

It Is shown in aDDendlx III that when a reduction, in 
nozzle area results in a loss in engine Dower, the loss in 
engine thrust horsepower will be : reator than the gain in 
exhaust-jet thrust horse power ootaincd by this change in 
nozzle area. Thus the curve 9 = 0 in figure 7 defines 
the optimum nozzle area. This curve is represented by the 
nomogram in fi gure 8.
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The nozzle area is obtained from the nomogram by (1) 
Joining the values of	 and N' with a straight edge, 

(2) marking the intersection of the straight edge with 
the reference line, and (3) drawing a straight line through 
this intersection and the value of D0/D. The intersec-

tion of this line with the A.' scale g ives the required 
nozle area. An example is shown on the nomogran in which 
Val = 202cu'oic inches per cylinder, Nt = 2300 rpm, and 

p/D = 0.3. 'The nozzle area obtained for this case is 
0	

L1 

3.56 square inches p er, cylinder. 

The slopes of the curves in figure 5 at the values of 
vdN /A above the critical value are designated by 

( vdN/A ) and are shown in figure 7 Dlottod against D0/p.. 

Effect of Nozzle Size on S xhaust Thrust 

The data on the effect of nozzle size on exhaust-gas 
thrust are shown ir figures 9-and 10, in which the thrust 
as represented by F 11 lul 0 or V0 is plotted. against p0A/1"..0. 

The Doints for each no:zle area a re DiottOd. on separate 
curves in figure 9 and are codea according to engine speed 
and to inlet and exhaust conditions in order to allow ex- 
amination of the data for any trend with respect to these 
variables. The curves in figure 9 arc. sections of the 
curve in figure 10. 

The dispersion of the Doints in figure 9 apnears to 
be the result mainly of experimental error as no trend. car-
be noticed with the variables mentioned. All thb data are 
plotted, as a single curve in figure 10. It may be conclud-
ed from an examination of this figure that plotting V0 

against p0A/M 0 Drovidcs good correlation of the data 

over the complete range of operating conditions. The cor- 
relation is somewhat 'setter at the lower values of _00A/M0 

as was expected from the discussion in the analysis. 

In the section on the effect of nozzle size on engine 
power, a method was given for determining, the nozzle size 
when the engine-oerating conditions arc known. with this 
value of nozzle size and the values of atmospheric pressure 
and the mass of exhaust' gas	 discharged per.	s econd, the value 
of p 0 A,/14 0 can be calculated. The value of , V 0 can then 

be obtained from figure 10 corres-ponding to this value of
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p 0A/M 0 , and, the exhaust thrust and thrust horse power may 

-	 be calculated from

F MV 

thp	 M0V0'T0/550 

For example, if the conditions of the example in the 
previous section are assumed rind. if in rid.d.ition the atmos-
pheric pressure p0 (20,400 ft altitude) is 960 pounds 
per s q uare foot rind the onine power per cylinder is 100 
horse power, then on the assumption of 0.002 pound of ox:iist 
ric

 

nor second per brake horserower, the thrust is obtained 
as follows: 

n oA	 3.66	 32,2 

	

= 960 x -	 x ----- = 3800 feet per second 
-	 Me	 144	 0.2 

From fiure 10 for this yalue of P0A/Me 

ve = 2320 feet per second 

The thrust is 

P	 2320 x	 = 14.4 pounds per cylinder 

At an airplane velocity of 350 miles per hour (513 
ft per ee), the thrust horsepower'is 

thp = 14.4 x	 = 13.4 hp per cylinder 

On the assumption of a.—propellor efficiency of 85 percent, 
this thrust horsepower is 16 percent of the engine thrust 
hors erowor, 

A more extended. examp le of the gain in thrust horse-
power to be expected from exhaust—gas jet propulsion. is 
shown in figure 11. In those computations an inlet mani-
fold temperature of 800 F, an exhaust-gas flow of 0.002 
pound per second ocr brake horscpowôr, a propeller effi-
ciency of 0.85, and. the vo1umtrjc efficiency shown for 
the unrestricted stack in figure 4(e) were assumed.
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Effect of Exhaust Stack Nozzle Area on 

the Exhaust Process 

The static pressures in the cyiin.'ier and exhaust 
stack measured by means of a Parnboro indicator are shown 
in figure 12 for a series of nozzle sizes and the follow-
ing engine conditions: 

Engine speed
	

1900 rpm 

Inlet manifold. pressure	 30 in. Hg 

Atmospheric pressure	 .30 in. Hg 

Fuel-air ratio	 0.08 

The impact pressure in the exhaust stack, calculated by 
means of equations developeCi in appendix II, is also shown 
in this figure. The impact pressure for the large nozzles 
is considerably less than the cylinder pressure, showing a 
large loss in available mechanical energ y through the ex-
haust tort. As the nozzle size is decreased., the impact 
re--sure in the stack aDproaches the cylinder pressure and 

the loss in available mechanical energy is decreased. The 
increase in available mechanical energy results in an in-
crease in exhaust thrust. The values of the exhaust thrust, 
calculated from the impact p ressures and determined from 
the experimental data in figure 10, are given in figure 12 
and are seen to be in fair agreement. It is noted. that ml- 
thoug h the exhaust thrust increases continuously with 'e-
duction in nozzle area, the value of r.1 remains substan-
tially constant until a nozzle area between 2.24 and 1.77 
square inches is reached., bcrond which further reduction 
in nozzle area causes a large decrease in power. Figure 7 
shows that the maximum value of vdN/A for no loss in en-

gine DOwor for p0 /Dr. = 1 is 250 feet per second. This 

value of vd.N/A lies between the values for the 2.24 and 

1.77-s q uare-inch nozzles.	 (See fig. 12.) 

Th exhaust and inlot valve lift .d.ia ran s (cold) are 
shown in figure 12. A line is drawn at a lift equal to 
t'e e ciii io'-1 exaust- nl To clearan"c for the ot Of 
The intersections of this line with the cold exhaust-valve 
lift ciagram indicate the pOsitions of exhaust-valve open- 
ing and closing. The valve clearance was obtained for the
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hot condition by quickly shuttin down the onino after a 
Dower run and moasurinv, the clearance as soon as possible. 
Because of the delay inherent in this method, some error 
miht be expected in this determination of 7a170 cloarance, 

Effect of Nozzle Area on Engine Temperatures 

Temperatures were measured on the cylinder head at the 
rear sDark-D1u ;askot, i oint on the cylinder head near 
the roar sDark plu g, , a point between the exhaust port and 
the roar snark pluç, and at . the roar of the barrel • The 
point ootweon the rear spark plu and the exhaust port had 
the hihet temperature. This temperature is piottod. 
against A and p 0 /pm in fiuro 13 'or p = 30 inches of 
mercury absolute and three enine socds 1300, 1500, and 
2100 rpm. Plotted on . t'4s fic'urc are also the critical 
nozzle areas determined from fiuro 7. It ic noted that 
for nozzle areas reatcr than the critical area, only a 
small increase in temcraturo results from decrease in. 
nozzle area. A marked increase in head temperature with 
reduction in nozzle area below the critical area is noted. 
This increase in temperature occurs in spite of the reduc-
tion in en-ino power resu1tin from operation with nozzle 
areas less than critical and is attributed to the fact that 
exhaust gas is maintained, within the erine port and cylin-
der for a laror Dart of the c y cle, and that the larger 
q uantity of exhaust. as tra ppedin the cylinder results in 
laror averaco as tomeratures. 

CONC'LUS I OHS 

1. As the d.ischare areaS of the exhaust stacks are 
reduced, the cxhaust- :is jet thrus.t per unit mass per ccc - 
end of exhaust as is increased. 

2. Above a critical noszle area, reduction in no,zle 
area results in a nciiiblo reduction in onine Dower. 
Below the critical nozzle area, reduction in nozzle area 
results in a sharp reduction in onine power. 

3. At nozzle areas less than the critical area, the 
loss in enine or-or is much roater than the am in 
exhaust-as jet thrust horsoower for air1ane volocities 
considerabl y in excess of roscnt-d.ay veloitio. Thus,
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o p eration at the critical nozzle area . -provides the maximum 
net-thrust horsepower. 

4 • The value of the critical nozzle area depends on 
the engine-operating conditions. The data on critical 
nozzle area may be correlated by plotting the factor dis-
placement volume x engine speed - nozzle area against the 
ratio of atmospheric pressure to inlet manifold pressure 

5. The data on exhaust-gas jet thrust may be corre-
lated by plotting the factor thrust .. mass of exhaust gas 
discharged per unit time against the factor atmospheric 
pressure x nozzle area - mass of exhaust gas discharged 
per unit time. 

6. The thrust horsepower provided by the exhaust jet 
was found to be appreciable. Anexample calculated for 
the case of an airplane speed of 350 miles per hour, alti-
tude of 20,000 feet, and inlet manifold pressure of 45 
inches of mercury absolute gave a value for the exhaust- 
gas jet thrust horsepower of 16 percent of the engine 
thrust horsepower. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va. 
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APPENDIX I 

Intorriittont Discharc of Exhaust Gas 

brouh a Con7orent Nozzle 

Tho instantaneous thrust,	 F6 ,	 Droducec	 by a stioari 

of exhaust gas flowin g,from a nozzle is given by 

= MV	 + p, •A - p 0 A (9) 

The	 riass f lOW	 WI	 is given by 

WI = p	 Av,1 (10) 

7here

o	 =	 /p	 Fr. 
'	 en 

and. the velocity	 V	 is given	 5y 

,/IJC:;c:T-Tn) (II) 

where	 T is the total tonerature of the gas uon being 
brought to rest adiahabical1r. 

•	 When equations	 (10) and	 (ii) are substtuted in	 (9), 

= .p	 [---__ ( s- -	 + i] - p 0A (12) 

•	 Addition and subtraction of the 	 torn •.	 . 

r 
I 

.•,	 ••+.1	 .• •	 .	 .•. 

Fe + L-2X  Y+ 1	 Y + 1 \T 

- p 0A (is) 

When the value	 of	 froii:	 (10)	 and	 (ii). is	 substituted in 
('3).
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F =—--M /2R
e T	 1D[	 /_i_!(_i_0 A

e 	 •Y + 1	 •° •tP0 L ,J'̂Y - 1	 T 

- _?_ (1 	 + 1 I	 J 
Integration over a complete cycle and division by the av-
er--e mass flow of exhaust ;as, M e 	 cives:

(14) 

4TT

Vo; !4 
Me 4Tr / 	

4w 
RCT 

0 

-	 I•	 r2 
M , j	 '0 L 

0

1 T (T 

'I	 ç

(15) 
ly I	 j	 4w 

For isentropic f1or throuh a convergent nozzle at the 

critical pressure ratio p 	 p0	 the ratio T/T	 IS 

equal to ----	 and the term 

2
A/	 lTr T	 /	 1\T 

vanishes. Thus the interand, 2, given by 

/f+iT(T,2(Ti11+i 
p 0 L '1' ?lTn'sTn	 ' 

 

is equal to unity when the flow of exhaust as is critical. 
At other pressure ratios, when the discharge velocity is 
less than the critical velocity, p 	 p0. The value of 

2 for this condition may be found as a function of the 
ratio of atmospheric pressure to the total exhaust-stack 
impact pressure from the relationship connectin pressure 
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and tcn,orature fo l. isentrooic exansion, ntrnoi:?, 

Y -1

(16) 
T 

vhcre p	 is the total stack pressure includin the veloc-
ity head. The function:. 2 is displayed in fiuro 14e 
Its value is nearly unity for all but low 7aluOs of 
anli it has the value zero when the exhaust valve is closed. 
Q thus reDresents a weihtin factor for the time of ex-
haust dcchare. 71-en the mass flow -oer unit area is 
large or the discharge Dres3ure is low, the stack pressure 
is ap p reciably greater than atmos pheric p ressure zor no et 
of the time while t.hc valve is o pen. and Q is nearly uni-
ty for all of thi time. Hence for small values of 
p 0 ./M 0 the ±ntoral 

4-TT 

1  dO	 O.. 
,	 c2	 ---,---.--
j	 411 

0 

The app roximate value of the intoral 

was shown in the section on analyci s , to be gi vcn by 

471 

/	 1	 9  
Re, _( 1 .__	 7?rn 

+ 1 in :_2 I	 V 

0	 -J 

The variation of

•'+ il 
2 

m e	 SL,J
J 

with me/ma is displayed. in fi'.ure 14. Its value is very



nearl y urit r for all practicl values of me/ma. On the 
assumption that this function and.	 are both unity 

(1	
, equa— 

tion	 5) becomes 

-	 2 [	 p0Ae 
V --•-- - I ---- T - -- e	

Y J y + 1 -e a	 I.- 

Equation (12) may be re'irtton in terms of the pres-
sure ratio pT/p0 to provide a means of calculating the 

exhaust-"as thrust from pressure records. In the re-, ion 
where the f1w is critical, T/T 	 and D T /	 arc func- 

tions of	 and Fe	 is qivon. by	 -. 

/ 0 

	

= n A --- 2 t------ i	 - 
o	 :oQ	 \+1/ 

In the roion where the flow velocit y is 1055 than acous-
tic,	

=	 and. F9	 is ;ivon 'by 

ly 
P9 = p 	 2------'	 1	 (1C) 

These relations wore used. t calculate the thrust from 
the indicator cards. The method used to determine -01 p0 
is described. in a000ndix II. 

APPE1IDIX II 

Calculation of Exhaust Gas Thrust from

Indicator Diarrtms 

The ideal thrust, nroduced by a 
be calculated by roans of equations 
dix I) if the total pressure, DI 

The Drossuro ordinarily measured is 
which must be corrected for the api 
total -p ressure may be calculated as

converc'cnt nozzle rm'i 
(17) and (18) (,-,.-open—
in the nozzle is known. 
the static pressure 
roach velocity. The 
follows: 

Prom the continuity condition
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D A V	 DAV 
*5 5 5fl	 n 

ROTS	 R 0 T 
hero

stack area 

stack pressure 

corrcoondjn velocity 

corrospondin t torporaturc 

If it is assunod that no heat is lost from the stack to 
the r.ozzlo, the principle of the conservation of cnory 
ivcs:

=	 - T 8 ) --	 R, 
= (T -. Tr)	 R0 

The continuity oquatien bccc'c 

=p A 
T S 	 TI	 Tn 

T 
-- - -. 
T 

T - \hp•iJ 

therefore

A = 

.1 / 1	 Y-1 
 ____ 

AS	

nh p  

A
S 

p
S 

Vs 

T 

But 

and
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This equation defines the relation between pT/pr a 

pjp ,. The static orossuro at the nozzle, p,, is equal 

to

1 

7 2 

^_Y__+ -1) Pt 

when the flow throuh the nozzle is acoustic and is equal 
to atmospheric pressure when the flow is not acoustic. 
The equation ::ust be solved raphicallr for pt. 

APPETDIX III 

Comparison of Gain in Jet Thrust Eorsepower with Loss in 

Engine Power for Nozzle Areas Less Than Critical 

In the roion where reduction in nozzle size causes a 
loss in cnine iowor, the ain in not thrust is given by 

thp	 3 P- p 0 ) +
550 

where P0 is the brake horsepower for the case of the un-

restricted exhaust stack at the same operating conditions 
and P is the brake horsepower with the constricted noz 
zlo-. But 

Therefore 

whore

P-P0	 II0	 Ar 
1 0	 10 

=Ii •	
^ K

00

7! 
K

550 10
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0 A V	 DAy 
9	 fl	 n 

-

	

 
Cs	

Orn
fl 

hero

A 
C, 

otack area 

p  
S 

stack pressure 

V s corros pondin o, vo1ocit? 

T, corrcspondinc torperature 

If it is assume& that no heat is lost from the stack to 
the nozzle, the p rincipla of the conservation of enory 
ivcs

ly 
V 9 2	 (T - T9) ----j R0 

T.
	 Hi P.o 

The continuity e q uation 'occrmcs 

	

LiIui	 A 1IE 
Te.	 fl 

But

T • 

and

= (iy 
T	 \ptl 

therefore

.!:
-Th, 

A

	

	

- (p,p!).  
-	 V 

A S	 I r 
J 1 -
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This equation defines the relation betroon pT/pr 

pjp. The static oressure at the nozzle, p, is equal 
to

•1 

G 2 Pt 

rhon the flow throuh the nozzle is acousticand is equal 
to atiosphoric pressure hon the 	 is flo is not acoustic. 
The equation :ust be solved raphically for p'. 

APPENDIX III 

Comparison of Gain in Jet Thrust Horsepower with Loss in 

Engine Power for Nozzle Areas Less Than Critical 

In the region where reduction in nozzle size causes a 
loss in engine Dower, the gain in not thrust is ivon by 

tho = T (P - p ) + 

	

0	 550 

whore P0 is the brake horsepower for the case of the un-
restricted exhaust stack at the same operating conditions 
and P is the brake horsepower with the constricted noz-
zie-. But

P-P0	 I-1 0 Vo
 1 0	 10

Therefore

-	 ii	 •' + K 

where

.r	 v 
K 

-	 550 10
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Figure 1.- Diagram of thrust measuring device. 
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